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Outline

Part 1 (RTM):
• Virginia Quay Estate 
• The RTM regime
• Settlers Court litigation: the 

procedural history
• The Supreme Court’s decision
• Ramifications for RTM
• Questions remaining unanswered

Part 2 (Enfranchisement):
• Outline of statutory scheme
• What can be acquired?
• Offer of rights in lieu
• Continuing lease obligations
• Management companies
• Variation of leases
• Possible reform



Simon Allison and Kimberley Ziya

Part 1: RTM



Virginia Quay Estate

• Riverside site on the north bank 
of the Thames, opposite the O2

• Incl. 10 blocks of flats and rows 
of three-story freehold terraced 
houses

• Around 778 units in total
• Vast communal areas incl. 

accessways, gardens, grounds, 
riverside paved area

https://www.google.com/maps/@51.5087903,-0.0003237,328m/data=!3m1!1e3



Settlers Court

• One of the self-contained blocks
• Contains 76 resi flats
• Let on 999-year leases on 

substantially the same terms



Key lease terms

• Tripartite leases: landlord (“L”), management co. (“FP”), leaseholders (“LHs”)
• LHs have rights of access over communal areas on the Estate
• FP covenanted to provide services for the Estate (“the Estate Services”) 

incl.: maintenance of communal areas (incl. river wall); secure parking control 
systems; CCTV camera installations; on-site concierge etc.

• FP entitled to recover costs of Estate Services through service charge 
provisions (“the Estate Charges”)

• FP covenanted to provide services in respect of individual blocks (“the Block 
Services”) incl. maintenance of lifts & other common areas

• FP entitled to recover the costs of providing the Block Services through 
service charge provisions (“the Block Charges”)



Intro to the RTM regime 

• Chapter 1, Part 2 of the Commonhold & Leasehold Reform Act 2002 (“the 
2002 Act”)

• Intention: fault-free entitlement for LH-controlled RTM co. to assume 
management resp. for premises to which the 2002 Act applies in place of the 
landlord or named management co./FTT appointed manager

• RTM requires:
– Qualifying premises  s.72
– Sufficient no. of qualifying tenants  s.75
– Notice of claim to landlord, any other party to lease/FTT appointed 

manager  s.79 (1) and (6)



Section 72, 2002 Act

• (1) Chapter applies to premises if:
– “they consist of a self-contained building or part of a building, with or 

without appurtenant property”; and
– contain 2 or more flats held by QTs
– total no. of QTs = not less than 2/3rds of total no. of flats in premises

• (2) “A building is a self-contained building if it is structurally detached”
• (3) and (4): a part of a building is a self-contained part if:

– Vertical division
– Could be re-developed independently
– Services provided independently or could be so provided w/o significant 

interruption



Section 96, 2002 Act

• (1) “This section and section 97 apply in relation to management functions 
relating to the whole or any part of the premises.”

• (2) & (3) management functions of a person under “a lease of the whole or 
any part of the premises” become functions of the RTM company

• (5) “Management functions” = “functions with respect to services, repairs, 
maintenance, improvements, insurance and management.”

• (6) BUT NOT functions:
– “with respect to a matter concerning only a part of the premises consisting 

of a flat or other unit not held under a lease by a qualifying tenant”
– Relating to re-entry or forfeiture 



Section 97, 2002 Act

• (1) Obligations owed by RTM co. to LHs under s.96 also owed to landlord
• (2) Landlord, management co. or FTT appointed manager “not entitled to do 

anything which the RTM company is required or empowered to do under the 
lease by virtue of section 96, except in accordance with an agreement made 
by him and the RTM company.”

• (3) exception for insurance
• (4) any service charges payable by a LH “under a lease of the whole or any 

part of the premises” which “relates to the exercise of any function under the 
lease which is a function of the RTM company by virtue of section 96” is 
payable to the RTM co. (instead of the landlord/existing manager)

• (5) exception for service charges in respect of costs incurred pre-RTM



Section 112, 2002 Act

• Definitions for Chapter 1
• ““appurtenant property”, in relation to a building or part of a building or a flat, 

means any garage, outhouse, garden, yard or appurtenances belonging to, 
or usually enjoyed with, the building or part or flat”



FirstPort v Settlers Court RTM – Procedural History

• FtT – s27A re Estate Charges 
– RTM Co apply, leaseholders substituted, RTM added back in
– ? Was there agreement – s97(2): FtT determines (May 18) no
– If not, accept bound by Gala Unity v Ariadne Road
– FtT therefore bound to find Estate Charges not payable by leaseholders

• Appeal to UT – heard June 19
– UT also bound by Gala
– Question = was Gala determined per incuriam or can it be distinguished?
– Answer = No, can’t be distinguished and not per incuriam
– Note UT judge, whose decision CA approves, was also judge in Cawsand



FirstPort v Settlers Court RTM – Procedural History

• FP seek leapfrog certificate so can seek permission direct to SC

• Feb 20 UT grant certificate (+PTA to CA if SC refuse)

• Mar 20 PTA-> SC, granted November 20

• Appeal heard November 21

• Decision Jan 22 



Gala Unity

• Only 2 units on estate not within the buildings over which RTM acquired

• President of UT found right to manage extends to all “appurtenant property” 
(s112) enjoyed by a particular self-contained building, or part of a building, in 
respect of which the right to manage is acquired 

– Appurtenant property = all land over which the tenants of the premises 
have rights, whether or not those rights are enjoyed with others

– Rights of way, rights to enjoy etc all define the physical parts of the estate 
RTM acquires management of



Gala Unity

CA endorses UT decision. Per Sullivan LJ:

“…The prospect of dual responsibility for the management of some of the 
appurtenant property in this and other similar cases is not a happy one… there 
is the potential for duplication of management effort and for conflict between the 
‘old’ management company and the new RTM company in respect of such 
appurtenant property, but I am not persuaded that the consequences are so 
grave, or that the end result is so manifestly absurd, that we would be justified 
in adding a gloss to words – appurtenant property – which are already defined 
in the Act. It is always open the parties, if they wish to avoid duplication and/or 
conflict, to reach an agreement which would make economic sense for all the 
parties…”



FirstPort v Settlers Court RTM - decision

• Need to look at the Act in light of the purpose of the RTM Scheme – to give 
effective management to the residents of the building in which they live.
– RTM a wholly different scheme from the 1987 Act (Appt of a manager).

• §62: It is concerned only with management of the relevant premises, that is 
the relevant building or part of a building, together with appurtenant property 
(if any) which means nearby physical property over which the occupants of 
the relevant building (or part) have exclusive rights. 

• There is no provision in the scheme for shared management, save where 
RTM Co expressly agrees in respect of the building (s97(2)).



FirstPort v Settlers Court RTM - decision

• §38:
‘a fundamental purpose of the 2002 Act is to confer management rights 
and responsibilities on a body (the RTM company) which is accountable 
to and controlled by the very tenants who will be affected by the conduct 
of that management, through their right to be members of the RTM 
company, rather than by either the landlord or a third party manager 
which will have its own agenda.’ 

• That works well if RTM confined to the building, together with exclusively 
enjoyed appurtenant property.

• It does NOT work if rights extend to wider estate used by non-RTM tenants



FirstPort v Settlers Court RTM - decision

On appurtenant property:

s.72 refers to a building ‘with or without appurtenant property’

§46:
‘if “appurtenant property” was meant to include all easements and 
incorporeal rights serving the building it is hard to see how the drafter 
could have imagined a building without any appurtenant property. But this 
is plainly contemplated by section 72(1)(a) and makes sense only on the 
basis that the phrase was purely about physical objects.'



FirstPort v Settlers Court RTM - decision

On absurdity:

§54:
‘I am persuaded that a construction of the 2002 Act which either (on a 
rigorous view of section 97(2)) confers sole management of estate facilities 
on the RTM company with a right to manage one block or, on a more 
realistic view, forces the RTM company and the former manager (landlord, 
third party or manager under the 1987 Act) or the RTM companies managing 
other blocks into a shared management relationship of the type contended 
for by the First Respondent, is both absurd and unworkable.’ 



FirstPort v Settlers Court – Where does this leave us?

• Gala Unity wrongly decided and thus overruled: §63

‘I bear in mind that it has stood as binding authority for several years, and 
that estate facilities in many estates may at present be being managed 
under sharing agreements made by RTM companies and others on the 
assumption that the law was as set out in that case. That is not, however, a 
sufficient reason to perpetuate an interpretation which is not merely causing 
practical difficulties but, more fundamentally, is contrary to the purpose of the 
statute.’ 



So – all change? Practical realities… unanswered?

Were people following Gala Unity anyway?

If yes, what happens to service charge 
funds?

From when does this all apply?

What happens to shared services 
agreements?

What is the real extent of appurtenant 
property now?

What about mixed areas like car parking?



Can the FtT help with disputes on this?

Don’t forget limits of statutory jurisdiction:
• FtT cannot:

– Pre-determine extent of RTM (i.e. extent of appurtenant prop / premises)
– Make general declarations as to state of affairs 
– Determine service charges payable by commercial tenants to RTM

• FtT can:
– Determine whether resi SC is (or would be) payable to LL / RTM – s27A
– Determine whether RTM Co entitled to exercise RTM of the ‘premises’ 

• Note s107 CLRA02 – role of county court in enforcing obligations



Tom Jefferies and Kimberley Ziya

Part 2: Enfranchisement 



Outline of the statutory scheme

• Chapter 1 of Part 1 of LRHUDA 1993 (“the 1993 Act”)
• Intentions: fault-free entitlement for LH-appointed nominee purchaser to 

acquire the freehold of premises to which the Chapter applies at a statutorily 
determined price

• Collective enfranchisement requires
– Qualifying premises  s.3
– Sufficient no. of qualifying tenants  s.5
– Notice of claim given to freeholder or other relevant landlord  ss.9 & 13



What can be acquired – the specified premises

• s.1(1): “premises to which this Chapter applies”
• s.3(1): subj. to s.4 – Chapter applies to premises if:

– Consist of self-contained building or part of a building
– Contain 2 or more flats held by QTs
– Total no. of flats held by QTs not less than 2/3rds of total no. of flats

• s.3(2): def. of self-contained building & part of building same as 2002 Act

• Settlers Court example the block itself

• More complicated where building not clearly self-contained – not for this talk!



What can be acquired – additional land

• s.1(2)(a): QTs entitled to acquire in addition to the above “…the freehold of 
any property which is not comprised in the relevant premises but to which 
this paragraph applies by virtue of subsection (3); …”

• s.1(3): property which is either:
– (a) “appurtenant property which is demised by the lease held by a 

qualifying tenant of a flat contained in the relevant premises”; or
– (b) “property which [a QT] is entitled under the terms of the lease of his flat 

to use in common with the occupiers of other premises (whether those 
premises are contained in the relevant premises or not).

• Settlers Court example (a) parking space if demised to QT under their 
lease; (b) estate facilities shared with other estate LHs (if they want) 



• s.1(4): LHs right to acquire property used in common with other occupiers 
(i.e. right under s.1(3)(b)) 

“shall…be taken to be satisfied with respect to that property if, on the 
acquisition of the relevant premises … (a) there are granted by the 
person who owns the freehold of that property (i) over that property, or 
(ii) over any other property, such permanent rights as will ensure that 
thereafter the occupier of the flat referred to in that provision has as 
nearly as may be the same rights as those enjoyed in relation to that 
property on the relevant date by the qualifying tenant under the terms of 
his lease”

• Settlers Court example FH not obliged to transfer freehold of estate 
common parts; can offer rights in lieu instead

Offer of rights in lieu



Extent of rights under s1(4)

• Applies to all rights, whether or not in schedule 7 
• Trinity House v Deptford [2018]

– Revocable licence converted to permanent easement
• Ulterra v Glenbarr [2006]

– Cannot reserve right to build 
• Fluss v Queensbridge [2011]

– Cannot restrict rights in future or allow use by others
• Snowball Assets v Huntsmore [2015]

– Cannot reserve right to change or replace rights
– Can make right subject to payment of reasonable costs



What can be acquired - leases

• s.2(2): LHs obliged to acquire “the interest of the tenant under any lease 
which is superior to the lease held by a qualifying tenant of a flat contained in 
the relevant premises” i.e. a headlessee

• s.2(4): BUT not to the extent that the premises demised under the headlease 
include premises other than:
– A flat in the relevant premises held by a qualifying tenant
– Any common parts of those premises
– Any additional property to be acquired under s.1(2)(a)

• Settlers Court example if headlease of entire estate, obliged to acquire 
those parts of it which relate to the flats of the QTs



What can be acquired - leases

• s.2(3): LHs entitled to acquire interests of a headlessee which relate to (1) 
common parts of the relevant premises; or (2) additional property to be 
acquired under s.1(2)(a) if:

“acquisition of that interest is reasonably necessary for the proper 
management or maintenance of those common parts, or (as the case 
may be) that property, on behalf of the tenants by whom the right to 
collective enfranchisement is exercised.”

• Settlers Court example if headlease of entire estate, entitled to acquire 
those parts of it which relate to common areas insofar as reasonably 
necessary for property management of those areas



Continuing lease obligations

• Occupational leases continue
• Rights over estate remain
• Estate owner remains landlord

– Epron v Wachell [2001]; Lupin v 7-11 Princes Gate [2020]
– Severed covenants remain enforceable

• Does surrender determine easements?
– Wall v Collins [2007] Ch 390 suggests they survive merger
– Law Commission disagrees

• New leases require freehold easements



Transfer provisions s34 and schedule 7

• No positive covenants by either party
• Rights granted can be conditional

– Must be conditional under lease   
– Enforceable only on benefit and burden principle 

• Condition must be relevant to right
• Grantee must be able to choose
• Rhone v Stephens [1994] 

– Patel v Lockes Field [2018] FTT



Problems with conditional rights
1 Limited categories of rights

• Schedule 7 para 3 requires equivalent rights but limited to 
– Rights of support
– Access to light and air
– Passage of services, use and maintenance of cables

• Schedule 7 para 4 provides for such rights of way as nominee purchaser may 
require

• No provision for all rights
– Use of gardens  
– Gym, tennis courts



Problems with conditional rights 
2 What costs relate to the right

• Cannot recover costs of maintenance of gardens over which no rights
– Thamesmead Town v Allotey [1998] 

• Costs which cannot be apportioned are recoverable if related in part to rights
– Wilkinson v Kerdene [2013]

• Management charges?
• Insurance?
• CCTV?
• Lighting?
• Gates?
• Porter?



Management companies – Type 1

• Holder of intermediate lease
– The lease is acquired, but often in part 
– Additional threshold for acquisition of additional land. Acquisition must be 

reasonably necessary for management or maintenance
– No provision in s34 or schedule 7 for provisions in transfer of part of lease
– No provision for lease back
– Surrender and re-grant preferable



Management companies – Type 2

• Party to lease 
• Covenants to provide services
• Lessees covenant to pay service charge
• Covenant not to assign without direct covenant to Manco
• Restriction on register
• No provision in Chapter 1 for third parties
• Surrender of lease 

– Caught by restriction
– Cannot prejudice third parties – Barrett v Morgan [2000]



Management companies – Type 3

• Party to lease
• Lessees are required to be members of Manco
• No assignment of lease separately from share
• Manco covenants to provide services
• Lessee covenants to pay annual subscription based on shares and 
• articles can require member to pay sums required
• Liability arises under company law not lease
• Service charge protection? 
• Morshead Mansions Limited v Leon Di Marco [2008] EWCA Civ 1371
• Enfranchisement not an escape route



Variation of leases

• Brickfield Properties Limited v Paul Botten [2013] UKUT 0133
• Enfranchisement of 1 out of 7 blocks
• Remaining blocks only liable for 85%
• Leases varied under s35 LTA 1987 so that aggregate restored to 100%
• Variation backdated to completion of enfranchisement



RTM and CE – Proposed Reforms



Law Commission reform proposals

• Report published Jul 2020
• Gov announcement in Jan 2021 re intention to bring forward residential 

leasehold legislation  primarily interested in valuation aspects
• LC recs relevant to talk topics incl.

– Right to acquire multiple buildings or parts of buildings together: para 5.102 
– Right to request to acquire land over which LHs have non-exclusive rights – with ref to 

FTT if Landlord doesn’t agree: para 5.149-150
– Right for landlord to require LHs to acquire land which is of no useful benefit if severed 

from other land being acquired: para 5.151
– Right for LHs to elect whether or not to acquire intermediate leases: para 13.51
– Power for FTT to determine whether certain intermediate leases are to be acquired or 

severed: para 13.104-105



RTM

• Report published in July 2020
• Rec. 75 designed to deal with the “Gala” problem

– Non-exclusive app. property not automatically acquired by RTM co
– Extent of rights acquired will turn on what is specified in the claim notice 
– Landlord given opp. to object to acquisition of rights over such property
– Tribunal will have jurisdiction to determine the issue and give directions as to how non-

exclusive appurtenant property is managed 
• Other significant recs. incl.: 

– RTM exercisable in relation to part of building so long as capable of being managed 
independently (even if other criteria not met)

– Right for single RTM co to acquire RTM over multiple buildings (incl. LH houses)
– Power for FTT to order variation of a lease if RTM makes management unworkable



Thank you for listening

© Copyright Landmark Chambers 2022

Disclaimer: The contents of this presentation do not constitute legal advice and should not be relied upon as a substitute for legal counsel.
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